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Step Up Your Game with Our Next-Level Sports Surfaces



COMPANY Overview
EPIC FLOORING was established in 2015, WE, "EPIC FLOORING" [Mumbai] is
manufacturer, wholesaler, trader, retailer and service provider of Goods and
services like Squash court, Wooden & Vinyl Badminton court, Synthetic tennis,
Basketball, volleyball & football ground. We also undertake residential fooring
projects, Gym area rubber tiles, 3D epoxy foors etc.

EPIC FLOORING, an affiliate of Sports Flooring - a leading Flooring company in
India, is emerging as a pioneer in providing the best Sports Infrastructure
Solutions in India. The company is working towards developing a world-class
sports infrastructure, in collaboration with many local as well as international
Brands. EPIC FLOORING expertise spreads across the entire sports spectrum and
it is our continuous effort to grow bigger & better. 

EPIC FLOORING has the expertise and knowledge to address the specifc
requirements of each of its customers. We ensure complete project
management and a hassle-free installation. Our ultimate goal is to become a
one-stop-sollution and a preferred solution provider for complete sports
infrastructure requirements.

These products are made by professionals using the top quality material and
advanced technology in compliance with set industry standards. The offered
products are enormously appreciated by valued consumers for their high
strength, durability, longer service life and low maintenance. As well, we provide
these products in varied specifcations at nominal prices to the customers.
Owing to our high-tech and highly developed development unit, we are
accomplished to meet the increasing demands of our patrons. Moreover, our
offered services are rendered by proficient team who has prosperous industry
expertise and practice.
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WE DO?What 
“EPIC FLOORING” offers turnkey solutions by taking care of A-Z
sports Infrastructure requirements along with necessary
consultation and maintenance. Our customers are our
strength and their satisfaction makes us the most trusted and
reliable sports fooring surface providers in India. “EPIC
FLOORING” will thrive to create world-class playing condition
for our sports aspirants.

EPIC FLOORING’s customers are given complete support
throughout the process of any project. The journey
begins with the consultationfollowed by recommending
the right solution, installation & regular maintenance.

WHY CHOOSE US?

Our pricing is extremely competitive ensuring best
product/service at the least possible cost. The
products/ services delivered to our customers are of
high quality and international standards making it
worth the money & time they invest.

A team of industry expert acts as a backbone for EPIC
FLOORING. This expertise comes with years of
experience to oversee the smooth progression of the
entire project.

Educating customers about various products/services
is very important and we at “EPIC FLOORING” follow this
principle. The consultation team brings forth all the pros
& cons of a particular product/ service making the
entire decision-making process easy.

“EPIC FLOORING” exemplifies high-quality work in
building complete sports infrastructure. Our team put
forth their ability, gives a sense of integrity and reliability
among our customers. Our consistent work speaks
about the values & dedication which has led to a large
number of satis ed customers

Success or failure of any business enterprise depends
upon the way they treat their customers. We value our
customers & make sure that their queries are getting
addressed on time even when the project is
completed. Our continued support & consultation
system has resulted in nurturing a healthy relationship.
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SQUASH COURTS Turnkey Projects
EPIC FLOORING has great pride in the production of Squash Court Floorings, We have turnkey solutions,
for all squash court construction, that incorporates all qualities and norms required for a full-capacity
performance. We provide maximum Squash flooring surfaces, that run numerous tests to qualify as
shock resistant, to prevent injuries and strains on the joint and muscles. Resiliency, durability, and even
superior ball bounce are what we target for all our floorings for squash courts. We offer minimized
friction and provide great acceleration for players while playing. We offer an entire service of solutions,
right from the design and formulation that is based on superior raw materials to the aesthetic color
appeal for a perfect finish. EPIC FLOORING is well known WSF Norms Squash Court System as we
manufacture Squash Court Wooden Flooring, Squash Court Hard Plaster System, Squash Court Back
Wall Glass, etc. EPIC FLOORING offers professional squash court construction, renovation, and
maintenance service. Our squash court flooring solutions are of excellent quality and available at a
very competitive price. EPIC FLOORING will install & supply World Squash Federation-approved and
indigenously developed infrastructure.

BADMINTON COURTS
Badminton is one of the most played sport in India and other parts of the world.
The popularity of this sport demands an excellent infrastructure which will further
enhance player's performance. “EPIC FLOORING” undertakes Badminton Court
Construction for both commercial and noncommercial purpose. We have
provided our services to many schools, colleges, sports complexes, etc for both
indoor & outdoor Badminton Courts.
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TENNIS COURTS
“EPIC FLOORING, provides its service to build a state-of-the-
art Tennis court and their maintenance, displaying quality
products and workmanship. EPIC FLOORING's philosophy is to
bring finest available construction, surfacing, and
accessories to meet our esteemed customer's requirements.
It’s multi-layer cushioned system affords maximum player
comfort and exceptional durability throughout the life of the
court. These courts are made of accordance with the
International tennis federations (ITF) use of 100 % acrylic
resins and SBR rubber granules that assure resilient for
decades. This cost effective and low maintenance surfaces
make these courts great choice for customers.

BASKETBALL & VOLLEYBALL
COURTS

The flooring concerns of an indoor and outdoor basketball
court vary extensively. Each has its own purpose and the
flooring option chosen should be based on the usage
requirements. Using an appropriate material will not only
extend the life of the court but will also help in easy
maintenance and improve the player performances. We
offer widest range of basketball surfaces, both for indoor &
outdoor applications. The various surfaces offered are
suitable for competitive play & are FIBA certified. For indoor
viz. wooden flooring, Acrylic, PP tiles etc. The options that we
have make sure that the customer gets exactly what he
wants based on his requirements.
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ARTIFICIAL TURF
We are one of the well-known players in the market highly
recognized due to our use of industry-graded components and
advanced technology one of which is our Artificial Turf which finds
its application in multiple sports. Furthermore, a lot of schools and
colleges are also making extensive use of our turfs that is highly
recommended for rough and tough use. 

Football 
Hockey 
Tennis 
Multi-purpose outdoors
 Cricket etc.

Recommended Areas of Usage:

RUBBER TILES
EPIC FLOORING stringently believes in providing high-quality rubber flooring, which is widely
available in multiple dimensions, sizes, and thicknesses. We are a brand recommended by
International and National standards for manufacturing Rubber floorings, from superior rubber-
based raw materials. We offer our clients, standard 8mm rubber rolls and also have the capability
of tailor-made rubber solutions. Rubber floorings are exclusively used in gyms and sports, that
require the same sports performance capabilities. Our rubber is tough and wear-resistant, making it
very useful for output performance efficiency. Our surfaces are excellent for areas where
heavyweights and machinery are used.
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Kids Play Area
Isn’t it a lot more comforting to think that your children are at
a playground that is clean and safe? EPIC FLOORING offers
just that with its advanced safety flooring surfaces. Its state-
of-the-art technology provides excellent impact absorption,
reduces the risk of permanent injury by cushioning the fall as
it occurs. It means that your child will not be one of the
hundreds of thousands of children that fall victim to
hazardous and unsafe playgrounds resulting in severe
injuries, every year. 

Running Track
We’re assembling, and supply for an assortment of
demographic, who place their outright trust in our solid and
strong tracks. Regardless of whether it’s a school, athletic
preparing foundations, private games clubs or worldwide
fields, Epic Flooring is there to create the highest caliber of
manufactured acrylic surfacing tracks frameworks. We
screen and play out a live field trial of every one of our
surfaces for all security rules. We are confirmed by the IAAF
worldwide guidelines and meet every one of their boundaries
in execution and competitor security standards. Accessible in
a group of shading details and a guarantee of precise
establishment, we render the ideal equilibrium and
concordance of a track framework.
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Residential Wooden Flooring

Commercial Carpet

It is easy to see why we are the market leader in India’s residential
projects. Our resident Intelligence concept means we lead the way when
it comes to innovation. We are able to draw on our decades of
experience, our dynamic search for improvements and our boundless
curiosity. We are always one step ahead of the competition when it
comes to flooring. We set the standards for the future and provide you
with a range of options beyond belief. This proves that our Flooring is not
just beautiful and of the best quality, but that it can also be Maintenance-
Free, Silent and Healthy.

We are a major supplier to hotels,Corporates offices, schools, nursing
homes, student accommodation, hospitals, social housing, new builds and
retail outlets. EPIC FLOORING supplies a large range of carpets, carpet tiles
and other specialist floorcoverings. Our range offers the widest choice of
products available to flooring contractors, architects and other specifiers.
Whether you need office carpets, hotel carpets or even pub carpet – EPIC
FLOORING have what you need. 
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OUR SPECIALIZED 
 
Segments

We cover all the essential area
of health care that are Wards,

Rooms, Corridors, Waiting Area,
Laboratories, Reception,

Rehabilitation.

We Cover all essential areas like
Classroom, Play Area, Libraries,

Art Rooms, Corridors and
Cafeteria.

We cover both indoor and
outdoor sports solutions like

basketball courts , badminton,
cricket turf, etc.

We are versatile and cover
transportation solutions as well,
we cover Busses, Trains, Metros,

Trams, Subway, ships, etc.

We understand this segment
thoroughly and provide

solutions to Hotels, Restaurants,
Bars, Lounges, Movie Theaters,

Game Zones.

As we mentioned above we are
all in one solution we cover

Airports, Aero bridges, Public
service Centers, and Exhibition

Centers.

We got hands on all your
professional flooring like Offices,

Shops, Shopping Market,
Showrooms, Banking Centers,

and Malls.

Industries and plants requires
strong flooring and we have

Government Buildings,
Electronics, Pharmaceuticals,

Logistics.

Health Care Education Sports Safety & Transport

Hospitality Commercial Retail & Offices Industry
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BRIEF
Information

EPIC FLOORING enterprises deals in all indoor and outdoor
sports Infrastructures: Squash courts, Badminton courts,
Tennis courts, Volleyball courts, Basketball courts, football
grounds, Gymnasiums, athletic tracks, Kids play areas &
residential floorings. 

PRODUCTPortfolio
EPIC FLOORING Enterprises are one of the prominent suppliers of
Indoor and Outdoor sports surfaces. The sports surfaces which
we offered can easily survive with changing seasons and harsh
conditions that a surface is subjected to. These products can be
customized as per the client's requirements and are available
across the country. Our comprehensive product range includes
Squash courts, Badminton courts, Basketball courts, Volleyball
courts, Tennis courts, Gymnasium projects, Residential floorings,
and Office carpets apart from these products, we also offer
multi-purpose halls and Auditoriums. All these products are
designed using qualitative synthetic flooring and air-cushioned
sports flooring by proficiently utilizing the latest technology. Our
range of products is widely appreciated for the following features
: Synthetic courts, Affordable and long-lasting multi-sport
surfaces, Suitable for both cement and asphalt surfaces, Excellent
grip in all weather conditions, Tennis, ATP Tour, ATF & ITF
classification, Reduce fatigue of muscles, True bounce & Ball
response qualities, Speed variation from last to slow, Available in,
different nonglare stable colors, No wear patches in heavy play
areas, Repairable.
www.theepicflooring.com



DELIVERING
EXCEPTIONAL
SERVICES, ALWAYS IS

Our Priority Contact Us

www.theepicflooring.com

info@theepicflooring.com

+91 8097032502

- @theepicflooring

https://www.instagram.com/theepicflooring/
https://www.facebook.com/Theepicflooring/

